CHANGE HISTORY for
AVH-Z5000DAB
AVH-Z5000BT
AVH-Z4000DVD
AVH-Z3000DAB
AVH-Z2000BT
AVH-Z1000DVD
Ver 8.39 / 18.39 (February, 2020 Update)
 Fixed the problem that there is no sound from the rear speakers after finishing a call.
Ver 8.37 (June, 2019 Update)
 Improved touch accuracy of external navigation system.
 Minor bug fixes
Ver 8.36 (December, 2018 Update)
 Improved behavior when connecting with smartphone device
Ver 8.35 (July, 2018 Update)
 Fixes the following problem
 Artwork is displayed with a delay of one song at iPod source, when an iPod or iPhone with
iOS version 11.3 is connected.
Ver 8.33 (April, 2018 Update)
 Fixes the following problems
 The shown name is wrong in Bluetooth phone book if name has a blank.
 Sometimes the touch response is slow in AppRadio Mode
 the play back tempo of BT-Audio is delayed on certain BT devices.
 "TA Interrupt" of Radio settings can be registered to Favorite menu (AVH-Z2000BT Only)
 Other minor problems.
 Changed the picture changing method of “Changing the wide screen mode” setting as follows.
 You can display images across the entire screen in [Full] mode.
(Some images may not be displayed across the entire screen.)
 You can display images without changing the ratio in [Normal] mode.
Ver 8.32 (January, 2018 Update)
 Fixes a problem that the order of your surname & first name appears incorrectly if you put a
space between surname & first name in Bluetooth phone book
 Fixes a problem that touch screen's response speed becomes slow sometimes for AppRadio
Mode.

 Fixes a problem that the rhythm tempo of BT-Audio becomes slower than original music in
case of certain devices.
 Revised the announcement for screen aspect ratio modes (Full & Normal)
 Improved other minor problems.
Ver 8.30 (December, 2017 Update)
 Fixes a problem that ecertain WAV files cannot be played.
 Fixes a problem that some sources cannot be selected with remote control after changing
source layout on the Home screen.
 Fixes a problem that the [TA Interrupt] setting can't be set through "Radio settings" function.
Ver 8.26 (October, 2017 Update)
 Improved minor problems when iPod/iPhone was connected.
 Improved the problem not recognizing specific USB memory.
 Improved other minor problems.

